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Abstract: Thee Laplace trannsform of a differential
d
equuation
describing a system
s
which contains
c
delayss in feedback loops
l
results in a ratio
r
of quasippolynomials, innstead of obliggatory
polynomials as
a for delayless systems. Quasiipolynomials caan be
then expressedd as a linear combination off products of delay
d
(exponential) terms and s-poowers. The role of transfer funnction
poles and thatt of the characteeristic quasipollynomial is the same
as in the tradditional case. This paper utilizes the arguument
principle (the Mikhaylov criiterion) in ordeer to study staability
l
properties of a selected quuasipolynomial. Upper and lower
bounds for a free real paraameter are found via lemmass and
theorems whicch are not prooven due to thee limited space. The
obtained resullts are examinedd by a simulatioon example.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
A generic feature of manyy real-life systeems and processes is
the existence of delays or latencies in thheir dynamics. The
c yield a moddel in
mathematical description of such systems can
the form of (an ordinaryy or rather a functional) linear
l
e
(Bellm
mann & Coooke, 1963) inn the
differential equation
neighborhood of an operatinng point. Direcct application of
o the
Laplace transfform results in a transfer funcction as a ratio of so
generalized poolynomials, so called
c
quasipolyynomials (El’sggol’ts
& Norkin, 1973) which are characterrized as a linear
l
combination of
o products of delay (exponeential) terms annd spowers. Its speectrum is deterrmined by rootss of the denomiinator
(as usual) andd it has some innteresting featurres, e.g. the nuumber
of poles is infi
finite. Similarlyy, even if conveentional input-ooutput
process delayy appears onlyy, the charactteristic closed loop
equation is inn the form of a quasipolynoomial rather thhen a
polynomial. This
T
problem is usually sollved by a rattional
approximationn of exponentiaal terms which is based e.g. on
o the
McLaurin seeries expansion (Prokop & Corriou, 1997).
Unfortunately, one can thus loose a part of
o system dynaamics
information.
a affable feaature of a classs of
For stabillity analysis, an
quasipolynom
mials representedd by the studiedd one is the facct that
the argument principle
p
(i.e. thhe Mikhaylov criterion)
c
holdss (e.g.
in Górecki et al., 1989; Kolmanovskii & Myshkis, 19922). In
this contributtion, a selecteed (retarded) quasipolynomiial is
studied via unnproven lemmas, observations and theorems. This
quasipolynom
mial can represennt a characteristtic one of the closed
loop system when
w
control sysstem with inputt-output and intternal
delays by a prooportional conttroller. The aim
m is to find loweer and
upper boundss for a selectaable real param
meter such thaat the
quasipolynom
mial is stable. Thhe information about the limitts can
serve engineerrs to decide quuickly about thhe stability or to
t set
the free param
meter properly.
The Mikhhaylov criterionn can be utilizedd for and limitted to
stability analyysis of other reetarded quasipoolynomials as well.
The obtainedd results are then
t
verified using
u
a simullation
demonstrativee example. Altthough the presented analyssis is
quite detailedd, some statem
ments have beeen deduced wiithout
proving them, which is the taask to be solvedd in the future.

QUASIPOLY
2. RETARDED
R
YNOMIAL
The
T selected reetarded quasipoolynomial which
h can representt
the characteristic
c
quuasipolynomiall of a feedback control system
m
read
ds

m(s ) = s + br exp(−τs ) + a exp(−ϑs )

(1))

where a , r ≠ 0 ∈ ∇, b, τ ,ϑ > 0 ∈ ∇.. The task is to find upper andd
p
can bee
loweer bounds for r which stabilizzes (1). This problem
solved in geometrric-like way uusing the princciple argumentt
whicch holds for quuasipolynomial (1) as well. Acccording to thiss
princciple, quasipolyynomial (1) hass all roots in thee open left-halff
com
mplex plane iff
Δ arg m(s ) =
s =ωj,ω∈[ 0 ,∞ ]

π
2

(2))

e (Myshkis, 1972). The whoole following (h
here unproven))
see e.g.
lemm
mas and theorem
ms are based onn the geometriccal presentmentt
of co
ondition (2).

3. QUASIPOLY
Q
YNOMIAL ST
TABILITY FEATURES
F
Unproven
U
stateements about thee stability properties of (1)
follo
ow.
Lemma
L
1: For ω = 0, the imagginary part of th
he Mikhaylov
curv
ve of quasipolynnomial (1) equaals zero and it approaches
a
infin
nity for ω → ∞..
Lemma
L
2: If (1) is stable, thenn the following inequality
hold
ds
r>

−a
b

(3))

and thus the Mikhaaylov curve starrts on positive real axis.
Lemma
L
3: A pooint on the Mikhhaylov curve lies in the first
quad
drant for an infiinitesimally small ω = Δ > 0 iff
i
aϑ + brτ ≤ 1

(4))

Thiss point lies in thhe fourth quadraant iff
aϑ + brτ > 1

(5))

Lemma
L
4: If a, b, r are boundeed, then Re{m( jω )} is
boun
nded for all ω > 0.
Proposition
P
1: If
I (3) and (4) arre satisfied togeether, then

a(ϑ − τ ) ≤ 1
Proposition
P
2: If
I the followingg inequality hold
ds

(6))

a(ϑ − τ ) > 1

(7)

then the appropriate
a
M
Mikhaylov
plot of a stable
s
quasipolynom
mial (1) passes thhe fourth quadrrant first.
Propositioon 3: There alw
ways exists an intersection of
o the
Mikhaylov currve with the im
maginary axis.
Definitionn 1: Let (3) holdds. A crossoverr frequency ω0 is an
element of thee set
Ω 0 := {ω : ω > 0, Re{m ( jω )} = 0, Im{m ( jω )} = 0}

(8)

for some crosssover gain r0 . A crossover frrequency, hencee, has
to satisfy

ω0 cos (τω0 ) = a (sin ((ϑ − τ )ω 0 ))

(9)

ω 0 − a sin (ϑω0 )
b sin (τω0 )

ωC − a sin (ϑω
ωC ) − a
≤
b sin (τωC )
b

(14))

4. EXAMPLE
E
Consider
C
a quasipolynomial

m(s ) = s + r exp(− 1.1s ) − 5 exp(− s )

(15))

h a free param
meter r. One ccan observe th
hat ω C = 0.953
with
whicch gives rC = 5.803 , accordinng to (10). Hen
nce, Theorem 1
yield
ds the stabilizinng limits 5 < r < 5.803 . Choo
ose r = 5.4, thee
correesponding Mikkhaylov plot is ddisplayed in Fig
g. 1.

The crossoover gain r0 caan be calculatedd as
r0 =

e
Thus, althhough Ω 0 is no
on-empty set, itt
1) Iff ωC does not exist.
may
y not contain ω 0 = ωC .
2) Iff r could not sattisfy (12), i.e.

(10)

Definitionn 2: Let (3) holds. The criticaal frequency ωC is
defined as
⎧

ωC := min ⎨ω : ω > 0, Ree{m( jω )} = 0, Im
m{m( jω )} = 0,
⎩

Δ arg m(s ) = 0, Δ argg m(s ) =
s =ωj,ω∈[ 0 , ω0 ]

s =ωj,ω∈[ω0 , ∞ ]

π⎫

(11)

⎬
2⎭

Fig. 1. The Mikhayylov plot of (15)) for r = 5.4

for the correspponding criticall gain rC givenn by (10), wheree ωC
is placed insstead of ω0 , and a ≠ 0, b,τ ,ϑ > 0 . Obvioously,
t
least crosssover
ω C ∈ Ω 0 andd the critical frequency is the
frequency for which the argument chhange is zeroo for
ω ∈ [0, ωC ] annd consequentlyy it equals π / 2 for ω ∈ [ω C , ∞ ] .

Theorem 1: If sin (τωC ) > 0 , then quaasipolynomial (1)
( is
stable iff

ω − a sin (ϑωC )
−a
<r< C
b
b sin (τωC )

(12)

Contrariwise, if sin (τωC ) < 0 , then quassipolynomial (1) is
stable iff
r>

ωC − a sin (ϑωC ) −a
≥
b sinn (τωC )
b

C
ON
5. CONCLUSIO
The
T presented contribution hhas introduced some stabilityy
prop
perties of a seelected retardedd quasipolynom
mial using thee
argu
ument principlee. The goal of tthe paper has been
b
to specifyy
the admissible
a
limiits for a selectaable real param
meter. Unprovenn
stateements have been presented beecause of the liimited space. A
simu
ulation examplle figures the Mikhaylov plot of a stablee
quassipolynomial too demonstrate annd verifies pressented findings..
The principle can be
b utilized for annd limited to sttability analysiss
of otther retarded quuasipolynomials as well.
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(13)

where ωC is the
t critical frequuency.
Remark 1: It is not alwaays easy to cheeck, mainly wiithout
c
frequuency
displaying thee Mikhaylov pllot, whether a crossover
calculated by (9) is critical and
a thus whethher it can be ussed in
s
conditiion is
Theorem 1. Soometimes only the sufficient stability
searched for; in this case, it is possible too use the folloowing
finding. Obviiously, if the Mikhaylov ploot for r0 doess not
crosses the neegative imaginnary semi-axis, then the crossover
frequency is critical,
c
i.e. ω 0 = ω C (if there is
i no less one). This
gives rise to thhe sufficient coondition for ω C and, consequeently,
for the quasipoolynomial stabiility according to
t (12) and (13)).
Remark 2: Definition 2 and Theorem 1 suggest situaations
when the quasipolynomial stabilization by the suitable chhoice
a the two unppleasant possibiilities
of r is not possible. These are
me into being:
which can com
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